
                               

There have been two events this year that Committee members, plot holders and friends have 

contributed to ensuring a successful event. The events and people who have kindly contributed are 

as follows: 

 

 -  SEED EXCHANGE DAY – held on Saturday 18th February 2017  

Roger Fussell our Secretary organised this event and a number of people provided seeds for 

exchange or you could purchase the seeds for a donation to be given to allotment funds. Many 

thanks to Roger for his efforts in organising the event. 

 

-  Allotment Easter Fun day – held on 8th April 2017 

Kelly Morgan – Ramseyer organised this event by contacting Asda to have our allotment Society put 

forward as one of the recipients of their token scheme and we are in a good chance of winning 

£500. 

Kelly also contacted Morrison’s and Tesco who kindly donated Easter eggs and Flingers supplied the 

face paint for the children who attended the event. 

Kelly’s friends Ray Perrett and Matt Brown carried out the seed planting with the children so that 

they could take seeds home in a pot to watch them grow.  

Carla Tovey done a wonderful job of face painting that the children enjoyed. All of Kelly’s friends 

kindly supplied cakes for the event. 

Diana Sidwell and Kelly Morgan worked selling the cakes and teas, cleaned the room the day before, 

put the bunting up and set the room up for the day. 

Diana Sidwell kindly cleaned the toilets the day before the event. 

Mike & Sveta Stinchcomb designed and produced the Easter fun day poster. 

Norman Bradford and Mike Stinchcomb placed the Easter eggs around the allotment site so the 

children could try and find as many as possible.  

Daren Bowden looked after the barbeque and ensured we were satisfied with many burgers. 

 

A lot of thought and effort has been put in to organise these two events and on behalf of the 

Committee, we wish to thank sincerely all the above members of the allotment society and friends 

for their time and effort in ensuring a pleasant and interesting day’s event. 

Committee      
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